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About the data

The data analysed comprises of 83 High Court and
District Court judgements and orders (from 2008 to
2017) in which the child marriage law was either
invoked or discussed. The cases were sourced from
online databases and selected randomly.

Most (56) of these cases were from High Courts of
Punjab and Haryana, Delhi, Karnataka, Gujarat,
Madras, Rajasthan, Bihar, Kerala, Calcutta, Madhya
Pradesh, Jharkhand, and Maharashtra, with almost
half being from the High Courts of Punjab and
Haryana, and Delhi (38), and others spread across
the rest of the High Courts. 

The District Court cases (20) were from courts of
Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, and Rajasthan, with a large
majority being from the courts of Punjab and
Haryana.

socio-economic profile of the litigants

Although judgments and orders mostly adhere to legal
issues and references to precedents, we used identifiers
such as informal means of livelihood with low and/or
erratic incomes, poor standard of literacy and formal
education, non-availability of birth registration
records, and residences in slum clusters or industrial
sites, to find that the parties involved in such
litigations are predominantly drawn from poor, peri
rural and working-class backgrounds with little or no
means to secure quality education, white collar, or
professional careers.

Objective of the study

To understand whether the child marriage
law serves the purpose for which it was
enacted, through a qualitative analysis
of who uses the law most, and the purpose
sought to be achieved.



1. Mapping the different actors who
approach the courts

,

Husbands
48.2%

Parents
28.9%

Girls
18.1%

Others (Child Marriage Prohibition Officer, NGO)
4.8%

Husbands, 40

Girls, 15

Parents, 24

Child Marriage Prohibition
Officer, NGO, others, 4



2. Reasons for initiating legal action and
nature of reliefs sought
For comparative overview, the findings in this section are clustered
according to these two categories of marriages – elopements and
arranged marriage.  

The former (elopements) refers to girls running away with their
boyfriends to marry, and most such cases pertain to self-arranged
marriages; whereas the latter (arranged) refers to marriages
organised by families/ parents. 

Seeking
nullity on
breakdown
of arranged
marriage (1)

on her own (2) With parents
or relatives
(5)

Cases filed by girls

Seeking police
protection for
herself (girl) and
boyfriend, from
violence by girls’
parents as
leaving home to
marry (4)

Quashing of
criminal
case against
boyfriend
with whom
girl left her
home to
marry (1)

Seeking
release from
shelter home
to cohabit
with husband
(3)

Criminal
prosecution
of parents
for arranging
marriage (1)

Seeking nullity
on breakdown of
arranged
marriage due to
the alleged
cruelty of the
husband or his
family (4)

Seeking
nullity of
forced
marriage,
arranged by
relatives (1)

With her husband (5) on her own (3)

Elopements (8) Arranged Marriages (7)Nature of
Marriage

Who did she
approach
the court

with?

Why did she
approach

the court?

To lift the
injunction on their
daughter’s
marriage (2)

To punish the
other parent for
solemnising the
daughter’s
marriage without
their consent (2)

Cases filed by Parents

Habeas corpus
to recall
daughters who
left home with
boyfriend to
marry/ flee
forced marriage
(11)

Appeal
against
court order
allowing
daughter to
return to
marital home
from shelter
home (1)

Criminal
prosecutions for
kidnapping, rape,
child marriage,
against
daughter’
husbands/
boyfriend (7)

Appeal against the
injunction orders
obtained by CMPO,
prohibiting parents
from solemnising
daughter’s marriage
(2)

Case by one
parent against
the other  parent
for arranging the
daughter’s
marriage without
their consent (2)

To recover the
girl's custody (12)

To punish the
girl's husband (7)

Elopements (20) Arranged Marriages (4)Nature of
Marriage

Why did
They

approach
the court?

To defend
themselves in
criminal
proceedings (1)

Parents seeking
bail in an
elopement  case
where they
were
mistakenly
indicted for
solemnisation
of child
marriage (1)

Nullify their marriage:
 
Seeking nullity of marriages
arranged while boys were
underage, on account of
breakdown and
incompatibility (5)

To seek bail or
quashing of legal
proceedings against
him for marrying a
minor girl (9)

Cases filed by husbands

Defend themselves against
criminal proceedings:
 
Seek bail (8), quash criminal
proceedings against them (9),
and appeal against criminal
prosecution (1).

Recover the
wife’s custody
(8)

Elopements (26) Arranged marriages (14)Nature of
Marriage

Why did
They

approach
the court?

Cases filed by others
Arranged marriages (4)Nature of

Marriage

Proceedings under
PCMA to punish
the parents of a
minor girl for
arranging and
solemnising her
marriage (1)

To rescue the
girl from a
child marriage
by a writ of
habeas corpus

Prosecution of
parents of a minor
girl under PCMA
for arranging and
solemnising child
marriage

Child Marriage
Prohibition Officer (2)

NGO (1)Who filed
the case?

Why did
they

approach
the court?

Unclear (1)

To obtain a
court order to
stop child
marriage from
being solemnized
under PCMA (1)



,

Elopements
65.1%

Arranged by parents
34.9%

Punishment to parents/husband for solemnising an
underage marriage, 14
Nullify an arranged marriage when it broke down, 11
Assertion of parental right to solemnize marriage of
underage daughter, 2
Injunct the solemnization of an underage marriage, 1
Rescue the girl in an underage marriage, 1

Overall distribution of remedies sought

Defending against criminal prosecution of the husband
by the girls’ parents, 31
Parents seeking custody of the minor daughter, 12
Girls seeking cohabitation with their husbands, 11

3.

arranged
Marriages, 29

Elopements,
54

Types of legal actions sought in relation to
elopements (54)

types of legal actions sought in relation to
arranged marriages (29)



4. Overall findings

The PCMA is used twice as much against elopements or self-arranged
marriages, than it is used in relation to arranged marriages. 

PCMA in relation to arranged marriages, is less about prosecuting parents
and more about seeking dissolution of marriages that did not work out. 

Of the 35% of cases in relation to arranged marriages, 48% involve
prosecutions against parents/ husbands for organising underage marriage.
The rest of the 52% cases pertaining to arranged marriages involve
nullification of marriages that have broken down for dowry, incompatibility
or domestic violence, or other reasons.

For parents prosecuting elopements, and for those seeking to nullify
arranged marriages – ‘age’ of marriage is not the primary motivation for
using the law. Reasons such as parental disapproval of marriage, or of
breakdown of arranged marriage are the impulse for legal action.

Parents have the maximum access to the law and legal prosecution. Not
only are all cases against elopements initiated by parents, but parents
also initiate cases against arranged marriages - for nullification on
breakdown of marriage; one parent prosecuting the other parent on
disagreements related to the marriage; parents asserting the right to
marry underage daughter/ or overturn an injunction. 

In all, parents and relatives of the girl are the first initiators of legal
proceedings in about 56 of the 83 cases in this study.

Only 14% of the cases were initiated by legal functionary, the CMPO and the
NGOs. Although designated by law, the CMPO is the least active in
implementing the law. 

The PCMA is invoked in conjunction with penal offences of kidnapping and
rape under Indian Penal Code and the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences Act, both heinous offences attracting long sentences upto life
terms, in cases of elopements – whereas arranged marriage cases are
prosecuted under PCMA alone, attracting a maximum penalty of 2 years and/
or fine. 

As a consequence of legal action, the husbands are arrested, and the girls
sent to shelter homes. 

The law is used for disproportionate and discriminatory criminalisation of
boys in self-arranged marriages, while consigning girls to shelter homes
that are unable to provide nurturance, education, or vocational training.
Legal action in relation to elopements is retaliatory and inflicts lasting
unintended harm on young persons, whose interests ironically, the law is
enacted to protect.   



The unintended effect of the law is to restore parental control over the
daughters’ life and marriage and punish the husbands of choice, rather than
prosecute arranged customary marriages. 

Any deliberation on amending the PCMA – must be informed by the data on how
the law is used, and its impact on young people whose interests the law seeks to
protect. This data indicates that law is predominantly used to retaliate
against elopements or self-arranged marriages, which incarcerates boys and
forces girls into shelter homes, even in cases that end in acquittal. 

Any law reform undertaken in relation to PCMA, must seek to strengthen the
life chances of girls most vulnerable to early marriage, through linkages with
government schemes that offer educational and vocational opportunities; and
in the event of marriage, must invest girls with support services and decision
making in relation to opting in or repudiating the marriage.

For more information, go to www.pldindia.org or contact us at resources@pldindia.org
Partners for Law
in Development


